
CHAPTER 2

The Names of |apan
|apan has several names in the Kojiki and the Nihonshoki, The archi-
pelago as a whole is usually a stand-in for the entire mortal world. It is
known as Ashihara-no-Nakatsukuni ('The Wide-Spreading Land of Reed

Plains'), Yashima-no-Kuni ('The Land of Eight Islands') and sometimes

as Akizushima ('The Dragonfly Islands'). The reasons for the first and

third names are unknown, but the second has to do with the myth of
the islands'creation.

The order in which the'eight islands' appear differs in each text, but
always consists of Awaji, Shikoku, Kyushu, Honshu, Oki, Iki and Tsushima.

Shikoku is always divided into four regions. Its name,'Four Provinces',

refers to the four ancient provinces that became its four modern prefec-

tures. Even in the myths, it seems to have been strongly associated with
the number four. Although born as a single deity, the island of Shikoku

has four faces, each ofwhich acts as a separate god specific to one ofthe
island's four provinces.

The other islands are traditionally embodied by single deities, except

Honshu, which may be divided into two depending on the version. Some

of these deities are later worshipped at shrines in their respective islands or
areas. They rarely appear in myth again, and are not important outside of
their local communities. One example is the goddess Ogetsuhime tH#[]t
ffi, one of the four'faces' of Shikoku. She is associated with Awa Province
(modern Tokushima Prefecture). A patron of modern Tokushima, the

capital of the prefecture, Ogetsuhime is worshipped at several shrines

across the city, including its most important one, Ichinomiya Shrine.

AMATERASU, TSUKUYOMI AND SUSANOWO

After their creation the islands of fapan are still unclaimed and ungov-

erned, fi.rll of wild gods and unruly spirits, since rulership of the islands was

not included in the original three-way division of the world. Amaterasu

received heaven; Tsukuyomi, the night; and Susanowo, the sea, but fapan
itself was ignored. Initially, Amaterasu and Tsukuyomi work alongside one

another and share space in the sky. One day, Amaterasu asks Tsukuyomi

to pay a visit to the islands below. He looks in on Ukemochi {ftA, the
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goddess of food, and sees that she magicallygenerates food from all of her

bodily orifices. Tsukuyomi is horrified that he may have eaten or drunk

something that came from an impure part of her body' He immediately

slays Ukemochi, and in response, Amaterasu banishes him from her

sight. The moon is then condemned to wander the nights even as the

sun wanders the days, separating their domains permanently.

The disagreement between Amaterasu and Tsukuyomi seems the

most like a traditional'mythl but it appears only in the Mhonshoki'Both

the Kojiki and the Nihonshoki instead devote more space to discussing

Susanowo, who has his own conflict with Amaterasu. The youngest of the

three great deities abandons his duty of ruling the sea. Instead, he storms

about the land wailing and crying. According to the Kojiki,when Izanagi

questions his son about his behaviour, Susanowo claims that he misses his

mother, the dead (according to that text) Izanami. Hearing this, Izanagi

flies into a rage and banishes susanowo from his original realm ofthe sea.

Susanowo flees tcj the High Plain of Heaven, where he seeks out

Amaterasu. At first Amaterasu does not trust her brother, but they agree

to have children with each other as a test. They create three girls, whom

Susanowo claims as his, and five boys, who become Amaterasu's heirs.

None of the children are deformed, so Susanowo wins Amaterasu's trust,

and she lets him into her domain.

Despite his promise to be good, Susanowo ends up wreaking havoc on

the High Plain of Heaven. He tears up Amaterasu's carefullyploughed rice

fields and defecates in her weaving hall. Finally, he skins a horse back-

wards (from tail to head) and throws it through the roof of Amaterasu's

now much-abused weaving hall' This act scares Ame-no-Hatorime, the

goddess of weaving, so much that she hits herself in the genitals with her

shuttle and dies. Ashamed of her brother, Amaterasu retreats into hiding

in the Heavenly Rock Cave, while the other gods of the High Plain of

Heaven capture Susanowo and exile him.

With Amaterasu in hiding, 'endless night came to cover the world''8

The other Amatsukami gather and ponder what to do. Eventualiy they

decide to lure Amaterasu out of hiding. They make a beautiful bronze

mirror and a strand of gorgeous jewels and hang them in a tree outside

the Heavenly Rock Cave. Ame-no-Uzume X$HA, the goddess of dance
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to shine once again; the mirror hangs in the tree behind her.

and joy, strips down to her underclothes and performs a provocative

dance which causes all the assembled deities to laugh loudly.

Surprised that anyone has reason to laugh while she is in hiding,
Amaterasu peers out of the cave. Immediately the mirror catches her
reflection, shining brilliantly. Enamoured with the mirror and the jewel

strand, the sun goddess moves away from the entrance to the Heavenly
Rock Cave. As soon as she does, the other gods close it behind her
with a sacred rope, forcing her to stay in the world. Amaterasu's return
brings back the light of the sun. The mirror and the jewel strand, now
both imbued with her sacred power, became two of the Three Imperial
Regalia. These items would be handed to the sun goddesses' descendants

in the imperial clan, and still exist today; more will be said about them
later (see Chapter 3).
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Meanwhile, Susanowo goes to ground in the islands of Japan' He arrives

in what is now Shimane Prefecture, on the fapan Sea coast of southern

Honshu. Noticing a pair of chopsticks floating down a nearby river, he

backtracks up its course to find an old man and an old woman crying as

they embrace a younger woman. When pressed, the old couple explain

that they are local gods of earth, Kunitsukami Ei+tF, the term for the

descendants ofthe landscape gods born to Izanagi and Izanami. The old

couple once had eight beautiful daughters, but the Yamata-no-Orochi /\
ilqtgE, a massive serpent with eight heads and eight tails, has devoured

one every year for the past seven years and is now coming for the eighth

and final sacrifice.

The couple's last daughter is Kushinada-hime ffF€Hl\ft,,the'Comb-
Stroking Princess.' She is due to be eaten by the Orochi at any moment.

Susanowo is smitten with Kushinada-hime, and offers to save her if he

can have her as his wife; once they hear who he is, her parents agree.

Susanowo promptly changes Kushinada-hime into her namesake comb

and sticks her in his hair for safekeeping. He then has her parents help

him to build eight giant platforms and to place a huge sake vat on each

one. The Orochi arrives and drinks deeply from each of the vats with its

eight heads, soon falling asleep. While it slumbers, Susanowo takes his

sword and proceeds to cut off all of the Orochi's heads and tails, killing it.
As he cuts into one of the Orochi's tails, Susanowo's sword snaps.

Thinking this curious, he digs deeper inside the monster's tail, and

uncovers a spectacular, gleaming new sword. This is Kusanagi Hffi, the

'Grass-Cutter', the last of the Three Imperial Regalia. Recognizing the

sword's power, Susanowo presents it to Amaterasu by way of apology.

He earns her forgiveness - provided he remains in the mortal realm.

Satisfied, Susanowo and Kushinada-hime settle at lzumo, also in modern

Shimane Prefecture. Susanowo then composes the world's first poem:

Eightfold are the clouds that rise

in Billowing Clouds, where eightfold fences

to surround and shelter my wife
are eightfold fences made by me

Ah, those eightfold fencesle
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